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By David L. Beck
Tribune Staff Writer
Still charting musical

coastlines at 48, Maynard
Ferguson, the j a z z
trumpeter, sailed the'
high C's once again
Saturday night at the
University of Utah's Spe-
cial Events Center,

After more than three
decades in the music
business, Maynard's
mop of hair is gray. He
has a paunch. But his
trumpet technique re-
mains unimpaired, and
his enthusiasm undi-
minished.

The current Ferguson
band is an excellent one,
strong at every position
and with, as might be
expected, an extraordi-
nary trumpet section.
But for me, at least, the
musical highlights of the
evening belonged to

. Maynard himself.
Two in particular come

. to mind. The first was in
', a new piece called
• "Conquistadors." After a
: long and very beautiful
•- solo introduction by Biff
• Hannon at the electric

piano, Maynard stepped
forward and blew, with

the band silent and only
tiie piano behind him, the
Spanish-flavored theme
of the piece. Nothing
fancy: he played it in the
middle register, and
played it straight, and his
tone, control and phras-
ing wrere chilling.

The second was in the
closer, an extended ver-
sion of "Pagliacci" from
his "Primal Scream"
album. Near the end Fer-
guson, again with the
band silent for the mo-
men t , g radual ly as-
cended into the permy-
whislle range on his
t r u m p e t . Then he

• paused, reached still
further into his apparent-
ly boundless energy re-
sources, and, with all of
us expecting him to play
a note so high only dogs
could hear it, came in at
the absolute bottom of
the • trumpet register,
playing once again the
"Vesti la giubba" theme
in a warm, dark bronze
lone. The sound was
gorgeous , and the
dramatic effect of that
first note superb.

You see what I'm get-
ting at. Maynard not only
plays higher than almost

anyone else, but plays in
that range with clarity
and strength. But what is
more impressive still is
Maynard Ferguson play-
ing hi a range anyone can
reach, or almost anyone,
and still outshining
everyone.

And that includes his
own trumpet section,
four extremely strong
players who would them-
selves be kings, did not
this band contain an em-
peror. They are Ron Tol-
ley, Dennis Noday, Stan
Mark and Joe Mosello.

The rest of the excel-
lent orchesrtra consists
of Roger Homefield and
Randy Purcell on trom-
bones ; Mark Colby,
Bobby Militello and'Mike
Migliore on saxes; and a
rhythm section of Gordon
Johnson, acoustic and
electric bass, Peter Ers-

, kine on drums and Han-
non, the very lyrical
keyboards man.

Ferguson talks en-
thusiastically about the
stage band movement 'in
this country, which leads
to things like big crowds
bused in from all over to
a tiny town in, say, Iowa

for a Ferguson concert.
His audience here was a
little over 1,900, and a lot
of them were brass
players: like the crowds
at a rock concert, they
knew the book and ap-
plauded the opening
chords of their favorites,
and they stuck around
afterward to talk to their
fellow musicians.

Other highlights: Han-
non's solo on "Gospel
John." Erskine's drum
work. Johnson's electric
bass solo on the opening

number. Militello's flute
solo on the closing
number . Ferguson's
playing not only trumpet
but flugelhorn, valve
trombone and — was that
amellophonium?

And best of all, the
enthusiasm and know-
ledge Of the crowd. We
don't think of Salt Lake
as a jazz town, but 1,900
for Ferguson Saturday
night and about 1,000 for
Dizzy Gillespie Wednes-
day — that's not bad for a
single week.

"Rowdy, nutty
entertaUiment.11
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American dream comes true
for Sylvester Stallone
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By Harry Tessei
Knight News Writer

HOLLYWOOD — He's got a face like
a choir boy turned street fighter.

He's Sylvester Stallone — with
hooded, sad Italian eyes — a 30-year-old
actor flashing toward stardom,

Stallone wrote the film "Rocky" and
plays the lead — a down-and-out boxer
who'gets a crack at the champ.

Hollywood is excited about the
picture — there's talk about Oscars —

; though "Rocky" hasn't yet opened.
'• 'Now, backed into a corner chair in
the lobby at United Artists offices,

7 Stallone says: ; • . ' ' . .
' - "I took the story to the producers,

and they like it, but they didn't like me,
. in it-

"They said,,'All right, we'll give you
• $100,000 and. 10 points (percent) and you
'leave.' • vf

"1 said,'No. No."
- "Then they said, 'All right, $200,000.'

"lonly had about $106 in the bank, so
it was-very, tempting. ;

;- A3 held on;.an<J hgljj.on, and finally,
' >th6y'Sa'idt''OK^\Ye^lji!'giy.e it a shot.'
- .'-"But they could let mij go if they

didn't like what they saw in the first few
days of shooting.

: ' 'They paid me scale — minimum —
,$20,000 and a small percentage' for
: everything." •

But weren't you just offered
,$200,000?

Stallone uncoils like a boxer at the
bell.
. '.'Right! The deal — to be in it—.1

.don't get paid anything.

"Between you and me, I would have
done it for a tuna sandwich and a glass
of milk.

"this is the American dream . . . to
be able to do something that you have
written, tailored for you, and have it
come off well."

Stallone (rhymes with Malone),
whose nickname is "Sly," had had a -,
few small film roles, but says his last
"real performance" was in the/'The
Lords of Flatbush."

'-, His career was "really at-a total
standstill" when he wrote "Rocky.

"I'd been watching TV shows and
films, and I thought I might as well try
writing my own vehicle.

"I couldn't do much worse than what
I was seeing, and maybe I could do
better. I wrote a couple of scripts, and
they were pretty lousy.

"But finally I had this feeling about
Rocky, about doing a fight film. I had it
hi my head for about 10 months, and hi
just a few days I put it on paper."

"Rocky" was shot in Philadelphia.
•"and Los Angeles, and Stallone says:

"We;"brought: it m'- for '$10. under a,
.. million." . '•'. -- - .

He says the movie "Opens; up on
very many lonely people, and by the
end, they've all been fulfilled. .We live.
with, them, we see them change, and we
know they're going to wind up thb
better. - • r

"It's a powerfully optimistic movie,
an emotional experience, not intellec-.
tual." ,".'' ,

(Copyright)
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